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This is actually an experiment of Maya Industry!

Inject new drugs into people or various organisms to observe and test the changes in various functions
of the body.

After the Sanxing Group undertook this experiment, it created a bunch of monsters with neither humans
nor ghosts.

Now a small town in Star Country is completely reduced to a purgatory on earth, because Sanxing Group
threw all these experimental products into this town.

Then a special metal wall with a height of 30 meters was built around the town, and a metal dome was
built to wrap the whole town.

Don’t let the monsters that are neither human nor ghost inside come out.
From a distance, it looks like a super large fortress.

This was built by Sanxing Group with a lot of money in order to trap these monsters.

If they are allowed to come out, it is estimated that the entire star country will fall.
Because these experimental products cannot be eliminated after being injected with Maya Industry’s
medicine.

And the combat effectiveness is extremely strong! ! !

Strong enough to explode!

To sum up, it is the upgraded version of the previous pure energy body!

But their exaggeration is that their bodies are so hard that they are invulnerable.

Still the weapon and powerhouse of this era.

They couldn’t penetrate their bodies…

Sanxing Group felt that it was in control at first. Without listening to Maya Industry’s persuasion, it did a
lot of experiments, and it completely exceeded the standard.

But later when they found that they couldn’t control it, and couldn’t eliminate it, they panicked.

All the experimental items could only be thrown in this town, and a metal fortress was built to trap them
from coming out.

Sanxing Group is still doing experiments, studying how to control these experimental products.

But the effect is not great.

A lot of experiments followed one after another, all of which failed.

Guinea pigs are transported one by one to metal wrapped fortress town ……

resulting in a growing number of guinea pigs in the town, completely turned into hell.

On the one hand, Sanxing Group is also cultivating superpowers.

How to train?

Just throw these super powers into this hell.

See if they can come out alive?

Or set the time!

Three hours, or five hours… After the

experimental project started, Sanxing Group threw in nearly ten thousand strong people.

About seven to eight thousand people died in it.

Less than two thousand people survived.

And most of them were seriously injured.

Only a few hundred people experienced success!

Come out alive in this hell land, and the strength has been greatly improved.

The main thing is that the experimental items inside are too terrifying, cruel, bloodthirsty, and violence.
Most of the strong people thrown in are torn apart by them… The

most terrifying thing is that no one of the nearly ten thousand strong can be in this hell. It lasted for
twelve hours.

The longest one is nine hours.

There are still a few eight hours, thirty or seven hours…

these people are now on the newly promulgated god list.

It shows how terrifying the monsters in this town are.

If there is no one to open it outside, it will undoubtedly die.

Won’t survive.

Just because these experimental products are too strong and too strong, they are still a secret.

Maya Industry and Sanxing Group used various methods to keep secrets.

You must not let the outside world know before you do not control these experimental products.

Li Chengmin is going to die now.

Therefore, some people suggested that Li Chengmin should be taken to do experiments. After all, there
is a shortage of experimental products.

If people are recruited to do experiments on a large scale, it will definitely attract attention from the
outside world.

Therefore, Li Chengmin can make up for the lack of people.

“Okay!”

Li Chengmin was finally taken to do the experiment.

The laboratory was also chosen not far from the town wrapped in a metal fortress.

Like many people, Li Chengmin was put on various control chains and waited for the medicine injection.

However, Li Chengmin regarded death as home, and the big deal was death.

The other side.

Levi Garrison has already reached the star country.

He went straight to the headquarters of Sanxing Group.

